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Introduction: 
 
 

1. Stichting Action 4 Justice is a foundation incorporated on 19 December 2018            
in accordance with the laws of the Netherlands, having its statutory seat in             
Amsterdam, the Netherland and registered with the Dutch commercial register          
under number 73392987 (“A4J”).  

2. This document comprises the policy plan of A4J. 
 
 
Purpose and Strategy: 
 
 

3. A4J’s core principles are promoting: equitable justice, access to justice, the           
right to public participation and information. 

4. Therefore, our objective is to promote the use of legal action, in the broadest              
sense of the word, which is aimed at general interest. This will be done by               
empowering communities in the Global South with accessible information,         
knowledge and tools to enable community-led rights protection. 

5. A4J’s mission is to equip individuals and communities in the Global South            
with the practical information needed to help them uphold and protect their            
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human, social and political rights and environment through legal action and           
advocacy. We envision a world where legal remedies are accessible to all in             
order to push for government and corporate accountability and action for           
people and planet.  

6. In order to deliver our mission, we are creating a platform capable of             
providing practical information across human, civil and political rights and          
environmental protection to help our target audience develop and implement          
(litigation) strategies to serve the public interest, including communities, civil          
society organisations and local practitioners in the Global South. This platform           
consists of four main components:  

 
● The Hub-site: is the parent website with global scope that aims to            

provide generalised information. There are currently nine legal areas on          
the Hub: land rights, corruption, climate change, access to information,          
and refugee and migrant rights. Other legal areas, such as business           
and human rights, the right to health, and arrest and detention, are in             
the final stages of development. 

● The Spoke-sites: are country-specific sites which aim to provide         
practical guidance on procedural and substantive law pathways that         
have been tailored to the practical and legal context of a particular            
country. They will also reference opportunities to seek remedy and          
redress in a given country in the domestic system, and through regional            
and international mechanisms. Likewise, pooling the cross-jurisdictional       
expertise of those involved in A4J allows Spoke-Sites to also identify           
innovative strategies, used in other systems, that may be utilised in the            
country of reference.  

● Workshops: we will engage communities of legal activists established         
and mobilised through the creation of the Hub-site and Spoke-Sites in           
individual countries. Such communities will enable A4J content to be          
delivered to the intended beneficiaries via networks of local litigators          
and civil society organisations, which A4J seeks to nurture and support.           
These workshops will provide a key opportunity to inform our target           
audiences about human rights, environmental protections and public        
interest litigation strategies, and to disseminate A4J materials. The         
workshops will be locally led, by the national A4J partners involved in            
the creation of the Spoke-Sites. 

● Offline discussions, community forums and innovation support:       
that regard mobilisation of communities of legal activists and         
practitioners on the ground in Spoke-countries who will be coupled with           
the establishment of online community forums where users of the          
website can discuss issues and exchange best practice on topics.          
There will also be exchange of knowledge and experience across          
Spoke-countries through the Hub-site. 

7. A4J is a non-profit organization and works for the public benefit. 
8. Upon dissolution of the entity the entire liquidation balance shall be transferred            

to an ANBI with a comparable goal. 
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Fundraising and management of the capital: 
 

9. Funding will be from revenue from philanthropic and other grants and           
donations, managed by A4J.  

10.The Board will make all fundraising decisions related to the raising of funds             
and acceptance of donations. 

11.Funding will be deposited in, and administered from, a bank account from            
which costs of A4J will be drawn. Eliana Barrera is the current Administration             
Officer. 

12.A4J will not retain more liquid assets than reasonably required for its activities.  
13.No individual or legal entity will be able to access or manage A4J’s assets as if                

they were their personal assets.  
14.The funding expenditure will be dedicated solely to the operational costs of            

A4J .  
15.Grants will be made from the capital on a depleting fund model. Interest on the               

capital will be ploughed back to capital.  
16.Operational costs per annum will be kept to a level deemed reasonable by the              

Board. 
 
Remuneration policy: 
 

17.Board members will not receive any salary, compensation or remuneration of           
any kind for their work as board members of A4J.  

18.The Board members may be reimbursed for travel expenses incurred in their            
capacity as Board members and directly related to their work for A4J. These             
expenses will be reasonable and documented. Any disagreements related to          
the reimbursement of travel expenses will be settled by the Board.  

 
Board 
 

19. In order to prevent deadlock, the board of the foundation consists of an             
uneven number of seven general board members. The board of the A4J            
consists of the following board members: 

 
 

● Mr R.D. Lord  
● Mr J.S. Saunders 
● Mr J.C.E. Gardner 
● Mr A. Földes 
● Mr C. Mbazira 
● Mr G. Sowe 
● Ms M.M. Argueta 
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